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This handy pocket guide is the perfect quick reference. Organized alphabetically for easy reference,
this is a repository for all concepts, treatment options, drugs and dosages, which are difficult to
remember and vitally important. A must-have for every midwife!
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The authors created this book as an answer to the dreaded Black Book our professors tell us to
create. Our individual Black Book should contain an overview of nurse-midwifery care along with
special details we think *may* be useful to us in the future. I tried and tried to create my own but felt
as though I was trying to re-create the wheel...until I stumbled along this gem.The content is fairly
thorough, although I have begun to add in details here and there that will help me personally. There
are a few topics which I find to be very important that have been omitted, but overall this book is
certainly worth the money. My only complaint is that it is spiral bound. It would be more practical to
have it in a small 3 or 6 ring binder so the reader can add pages as necessary.Bottom Line: If you
are a student nurse-midwife, save yourself the hassle of re-creating the wheel and simply add your
own details into The Efficient Midwife. I never thought I'd use the Black Book, but I find myself
pulling this out constantly.

I first started using this book when I was a student WHNP and thought it was a great book to have
for my clinical rotations. Now that I am a working as a WHNP in a very busy health center I think this

book is awesome. I use this book all the time. I also have added additional information to it. I have
with me all the time to use as a reference. It is worth every penny to have this book. I like the way it
is laid out in alphabetical order and in outline format. It is very easy to use and to the point.I do have
medical applications on my phone but I find it easier to use my paper clinical guide than my phone.
If I drop it it does not break, does not suck up batteries, and no one will steal it, and does not come
with an expensive data plan.

This book is a must for all midwifery students. Even though it is not a required text, I am so glad to
have it each day of clinical. Buy it and you will be too!

This is a good cheat sheet to carry around in a clinical setting but the font is so small that it's barely
legible. When you need to find things quickly, this becomes problematic. Also, side tabs with the
alphabet would be helpful and a section that organizes pregnancy by each OB visit would be
extremely helpful. As a midwifery student, I need a reference that will tell me what exam, questions,
and tests to perform at each OB visit.

This pocket book was so helpful for clinicals, I also appreciated the midwifery specific tips - such as
herbs for breastfeeding, etc. The only criticism I have would be please in the next edition have more
pages in the back for notes, currently there is just one page for notes front and back.

This book has become indispensable to me! It is a great resource for so many common issues in
midiwfery and is so easy to use. I would recommend this for any student midwife or new practicing
midwife who wants a quick reference that is easily portable.

I've only had this book for a few days and it's proven invaluable. Like one of the other reviewers
said, don't waste time making a black book when this book is available. Just buy this book add your
own notes as needed. You wil not regret your purchase of this book, I know I didn't!

Excellent guide and helped immensely as a quick reference during my last clinical rotation. The
CNM's I worked with were also impressed with the contents and ease of use. It does not fit in a
pocket.
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